The NFL + HBCU Initiatives

League 6 Front Office Development

Women’s Careers in Football Forum

HBCU Experiences

SEEDK Kit Program

Madden + NFL HBCU Tournament and Experiences

Campus Connection

Case Study Development Projects

HBCU Guest Lecture Series

NFL Big Data Bowl

The NFL along with community, media, and business leaders recently unveiled the NFL + HBCU Initiatives. The NFL + HBCU Initiatives will drive awareness around career opportunities in the sports industry. The NFL's Campus Connection program is a commitment to celebrating the impact HBCUs have had on the game in the NY of/ligace. Present their /f_i.ligandings to NFL staff.

To colleagues from around the League we also offer bi-weekly "Learning the League. As a part of the program, that we're trying to solve for here at the framework to build presentations students that utilize the Seedkit Seedkit is an innovation program within the NFL that provides a tactical frame-

The initiative aims to connect, develop, and provide HBCU students with NFL HBCU Programming@n/l.liga.com

Please visit www.nfl.com/causes/hbcu

HBCU EXPERIENCES

HBCU Internship Program:

- NFL Media Office (CA)
- NFL League Office (NY)
- NFL Office (ATL)
- NFL Women’s Careers in Football (ATL)
- NFL Legal, IT, Sponsorship, NFL Network and FOPs.

NFL Guest Lecture Series:

- NFL guest lectures and panel discussions are scheduled throughout the year. For more information, please visit www.nfl.com/nfl CAREERS

Case Study Development Projects:

- Submit a case study and present it to NFL representatives. The case study will be presented at the NFL’s annual sports analytics contest from NFL Football Operations challenges participants to develop creative solutions for specific problems in the NFL's operations. The top 5 winning teams will be invited to present their findings to NFL and college football executives.

Future NFL rowers are invited from a pool of candidates who serve as competition for students attending HBCUs that have a passion for gaming and football. Students present comprehensive strategies, go-to-market plans, and solutions to NFL staff in the internship. Students present successful strategies to NFL staff and receive scholarship prizes.

The top 3 winning teams receive scholarship prizes. The top 3 winning teams receive scholarship prizes. The top 3 winning teams receive scholarship prizes.
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SPORTS MEDICINE DEVELOPMENT

The initiative provides medical students in HBCU medical schools and other medical schools across the country with the opportunity to complete a supervised clinical rotation in the medical school setting during the 4th year.

FOOTBALL DEVELOPMENT

QUARTERBACK COACHING SUMMIT

Coaching Fellows are invited to participate in a two-day summit aimed at identifying and developing candidates to work within organizations’ football employees working in recruiting/personnel. Former NFL players, former college football players, current college football players, and coaches.

Program Timeline:

Cohort Size:

Eligibility:

HBCU PLAYER PANEL

The NFL is proud to support the HBCU Legacy Bowl, established by the Black College Football Hall of Fame. The annual event features 120 of the best HBCU and major college football teams from HBCUs and its broadcast live on NFL Network. Participants must have 1-2 years of experience in football and history provides invaluable exposure for HBCU football players and coaches.

HBCU COMBINE

The 2023 HBCU Combine provides opportunities, networking, and development experience for HBCU football players to prepare them for a season or year. The NFL is proud to support the HBCU Legacy Bowl, established by the Black College Football Hall of Fame. The annual event features 120 of the best HBCU and major college football teams from HBCUs and its broadcast live on NFL Network. More than a football game, the week-long celebration of Black culture and history provides invaluable exposure for HBCU football players and coaches.

HBCU LEGACY BOWL

The NFL is proud to support the HBCU Legacy Bowl, established by the Black College Football Hall of Fame. The annual event features 120 of the best HBCU and major college football teams from HBCUs and its broadcast live on NFL Network. More than a football game, the week-long celebration of Black culture and history provides invaluable exposure for HBCU football players and coaches.

PLAYERS DEVELOPMENT

COACHING SUMMIT

This initiative provides medical students in HBCU medical schools as well as other medical schools across the country with the opportunity to complete a supervised clinical rotation in the medical school setting during the 4th year.

HBCU PHOTOGRAPHY PORTFOLIO REVIEWS

The NFL Photography team assesses each student's portfolio of work, highlighting the student's strengths and areas for improvement.
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MEDICAL DEVELOPMENT

NFL FILMS WOMEN IN SPORTS FILMMAKING EXPERIENCE HP WORKSHOP

The NFL Films Women in Sports Filmmaking Experience HP Workshop provides hands-on experience with some of the NFL’s most talented cinematographers, sound editors, and designers. Women are invited to submit their work for consideration.

TECHNICAL OPERATIONS TRAINING CAMP

The NFL Player Development Committee is dedicated to making football operations more relevant to all young athletes who have played the game. This camp exposes individuals to the technical operations areas including Technical Director, Viz Silencers, Ingest, Post-Production, EVS/Playback, Technical Operations, and Engineering.

ALL-STAR GAME INTEGRATIONS

Similar to the NFL Experience program, participants are provided opportunities to grow their skills, experience the thrill of competition, and build connections with NFL staff and other NFL leaders. Participants are given the opportunity to attend NFL Combine, All-Star Games, Training Camp, and other events.
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